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Abstract. Rotational motion loses its coherence as a func-
tion of the nuclear internal excitation energy. The damp-
ing process does not proceed in a continuous fashion and
scars of discrete rotational bands are found, inbedded in a
background of damped rotational states, regardless whether
the calculations are carried out using effective or “random”
forces. The complexity of the damping mechanism is re-
vealed in the lineshape of the ridges in theγ–γ correlation
spectrum.

PACS: 21.60.Cs; 21.60.Ev; 23.20.Lv

Collective rotation is a well known behaviour of cold nuclei
(cf. e.g. [1]), but is less understood when the nucleus be-
comes internally excited. Discrete transitions are no longer
observable and information about rotational motion must be
extracted from a spectrum ofγ−rays that appears continu-
ous. The observation that only a fraction of the rotational
transitions arise from the decay of the compound nucleus
along discrete rotational bands, testifies to the fact that rota-
tional motion becomes damped in hot nuclei (cf. e.g. [2–6]).
Rotational damping has its atomic analog in the temperature-
dependent line broadening observed in Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) [7].

The cranked mean field [8] provides a microscopic basis
for describing the structure of rotating nuclei. Excited bands
correspond to quasiparticle excitations. As the number of
quasiparticles increases, rotational bands become close in en-
ergy, and the residual interaction acting among them gives
rise to compound states which are superposition of many
bands. Still, rotational phase correlations may be kept over
neighbouring values of the angular momentum differing by
two units. Often, however, the different many-quasiparticle
configurations of the compound nucleus eigenstates respond
differently to changes in the rotational frequency, that is they
display different alignment, leading to changes of the Hamil-
tonian with∆I = 2 which are strong enough to weaken the
phase correlations and generate a fragmentation of the rota-
tional decay out of each state. This leads to the damping of
the rotational motion. Theoretical studies of rotational damp-
ing have focused on the conditions of compound nucleus

formation and the associated level statistics at one angular
momentum, as well as on the rotational strength function
of one decay-step, and its fluctuations [7,9–15]. However,
the most detailed information is contained in double- and
higher-foldγ-coincidences spectra (cf. e.g. [16]).

In what follows we present results of cranked shell model
calculations where the rotational bands interact via two-body
forces [17]. It shall be concluded that the phase coherence
existing between the members of rotational bands is not lost
in a uniform fashion with increasing intrinsic excitation en-
ergy, but displays large variations from state to state. Scars
of this coherence may be found in regions where the aver-
age distance between unperturbed rotational bands is many
times smaller than the average rotational damping width.
This result may be used at profit, also in other finite quantal
systems, in particular molecular clusters (cf. e.g. [20]) and
eventually Bose-Einstein condensates [21], to learn about the
role individual quantal configurations have on the rotation
of the system as a whole.

In keeping with the cranking model, each rotational
bandµ corresponds to a intrinsic np-nh configuration. We
construct such configurations based on the diabatic single
particle basis obtained from the cranked Nilsson Hamil-
tonian hcrank = hNilsson − ωjx. We do not include the
pairing potential since we restrict our analysis to the high
spin region (I > 30) where the pairing gap is expected to
be small or even vanish, particularly for the many-particle
many-hole configurations we are mostly concerned with. The
energy of the bands in the laboratory frame is given by
Eµ(I) = E′

µ(ω) + ωJx,µ(ω) with the total routhianE′
µ(ω)

and a constraintJx,µ(ω) = I on the rotational frequencyω
on the rotational, whereJx,µ(ω) is the expectation value of
the angular momentumJx along the rotation axis. Using the
diabatic basis, which displays a smooth dependence on ro-
tational frequency, it is possible to approximate the energy
[15] by

Eµ(I) = E′
µ(ωI ) + ωII +

(I − Jx,µ(ωI ))2

2J (2)
µ

, (1)

where the average rotational frequencyωI obeys the angu-
lar momentum condition< Jx >av= I, J (2)

µ being the dy-
namic moment of inertia. We then obtain compound states
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Fig. 1a–c.The compound energy levels|α(I) > of 168Y b are shown as a
function of angular momentum, subtracting the rotational energy of a rigid
rotor of moment of inertiaJ =76 ~

2 MeV−1. a refers to the calculation
carried out diagonalizing the full surface delta interaction, while inb only
the multipolesλ ≤ 3 are considered.c refers to the results of a calculation
performed with a random force whose average mean square root of the

matrix elements was set equal to 12 keV≈< V 2
µµ′ >

1/2
λ>3

|α(I) >=
∑

µXαµ(I)|µ(I) >, by diagonalizing the shell
model hamiltonian with a surface-delta interaction of stan-
dard strength [22]. We have used a basis containing 103

intrinsic states. The truncation used in the size of the basis
states has been checked to give stable results for the low-
est 300 levels of each parity and signature, which cover an
interval in intrinsic excitation energy, that is of excitation
energy above the yrast line, of approximately 2.2 MeV.

The stretched E2 transition probabilityPαα′ connecting
two compound states|α(I) > and|α(I−2) > was calculated
as

Pαα′ = |
∑
µ

Xαµ(I)Xα′µ(I − 2)|2, (2)

where we have assumed that the transition follows the unper-
turbed bands so that the E2 operator is diagonal with respect
to µ. The calculations were carried out for the case of the nu-
cleus168Yb for which many experimental efforts have been
carried out in the study of rotational damping, efforts which
seem to lead to the conclusion that the line shape of rota-
tional decay is composed of a number of strength functions
of different widths [23,24].

The results of the calculation for the levels with parity
+ and signature 0 are displayed in Fig 1(a) as a function of
the angular momentum in the interval 20< I < 60. If the
quadrupole decay out of a compound nuclear state at spinI
populates with a probability larger than 70% a single state
at spinI − 2, the two states are joined by a continuous line.
If this probability is in the range between 70% and 50%,
the levels are joined by a dashed line. The region of low-
est excitation energy at each spin is dominated by rotational
bands with strong E2-transitions. For each set of three con-
secutive angular momenta, (I + 2,I,I−2), about 3 to 9 such
“strong” rotational bands connecting states at the three spins
are predicted by the calculations. They correspond to the
rotational bands found in the study of discrete gamma spec-
troscopy. With increasing excitation energy, the quadrupole
transitions fan out, reflecting the loss of correlation between
differentI-spin states. The damping process shows however
conspicuous irregularities. In fact, even at intrinsic excita-
tion energies as high as 1.5 MeV, where the distance between
unperturbed rotational levels is of the order of keV’s, while
typical matrix elements between bands have a value of the
order of 20 keV, we find continuous or dashed lines joining
two, in some case three states at spinI+2, I andI−2, scars
of discrete bands in a region of the spectrum controlled by
rotational damping. In connection with the discussion below,
and in keeping with the results of ref. [14], we have repeated
the calculations making use of only the low (λ ≤ 3) mul-
tipoles of the surface-delta interaction. The results obtained
are displayed in Fig. 1b. No rotational damping is observed
in this case. This is because the low-multipole components
of the surface-delta interaction lead only to mean field ef-
fects and consequently do not mix rotational bands demo-
cratically. Mixing states|µ > which behave similarly as a
function of rotational frequency leads to a decay pattern of
the corresponding|α >-states which still displays discrete,
sharp transitions, essentially identical to those observed in
the collective, quadrupole rotational decay associated with
the |µ >-states.

The presence of scars of discrete bands observed in
Fig. 1a in a region of theE−I plane controlled by rotational
damping is quite interesting and may refer to general prop-
erties of the motion of finite quantal systems, being these
atomic nuclei, metal clusters, fullerenes, Bose-Einstein con-
densates, etc. Among these properties one can mention that
the density of the levels which couple directly to a given
|µ >-state through the two-body residual interaction is, al-
ready at an intrinsic excitation energy of 1.2 MeV, consid-
erably smaller (≈ 10 MeV−1) than the total density of lev-
els (≈ 102 MeV −1 ). Second, because of the finite size of
the nucleus, and depending on its shape, the sequence of
single-particle levels appears to be locally irregular both in
energy and in quantum numbers due to the deformation and
to the rotational degrees of freedom. Intruder states, that is,
states whose properties are different from those of the states
nearby, ensue. This feature will also be present in the multi-
particle, multi-hole excitations of the system, and can explain
the local incapacity of certain states|µ > to mix with states
nearby (background) other than those having essentially the
same properties as the state|µ > has. In other words, a typ-
ical |µ >-state may, at some value of excitation energy and
spin, be surrounded by equally typical|µ >-states displaying
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rather different properties, like for example alignment. It is
sufficient that this happens within an energy range of the or-
der of the average value of the matrix elements of the resid-
ual interaction (< V 2

µµ′ >1/2≈ 19 keV), that the state|µ > in
question will not mix with other states, or, in any case, mix
only with other intruder states all displaying similar physical
properties. While the details of which matrix elements of the
two-body residual interaction are zero or, in any case, small
depend on the detailed structure of the nucleus under discus-
sion, the presence of isolated rotational bands which do not
mix, or mix over a few spins only within a selected group
of bands, does not. This scenario seems to be confirmed by
the results shown in Fig. 1c where the results obtained with
a random force, whose average mean square root value was
set approximately equal to< V 2

µµ′ >
1/2
λ>3, that is the part

of the residual two-body interaction which does not lead to
any significant mean field effect and mixes democratically
all rotational bands. The overall rotational pattern observed
in Fig. 1c is very similar to that seen in Fig. 1a.

The γ–γ correlation spectrum testifies to the variety of
phenomena associated with the onset of rotational damping.
The peaks forming the ridge along the diagonal display a
line shape which is the result of a subtle combination of the
phenomena described above. This can be seen from Fig. 2,
where the spectra resulting from cuts taken perpendicular to
the diagonal of the two-dimensionalγ–γ correlation plot are
displayed for energy bins centered around different values of
the excitation energy above yrast. In all cases the transition
γ1 connects spinI + 2 with spinI while γ2 corresponds to
the E2-decay between spinI and spinI−2. In order to have
good statistics, we have summed up the spectra obtained at
spins comprised betweenI = 50 andI = 30. The bins con-
tain: a) the lowest 20 levels, b) levels 21–40, c) levels 41–
60, d) levels 61–80 and e) levels 251–300, corresponding to
the intrinsic energy intervals U= 0–1.2 MeV, 1.2–1.45 MeV,
1.45–1.6 MeV, 1.6–1.7 MeV and 2.2–2.25 MeV respectively.
A line shape made out of the sum of a number of functions
displaying different widths is apparent. This can be seen
more clearly by displaying the line-shapes associated with
two-fold coincidence transitions such that the product prob-
ability P1P2 of the first (P1) and second (P2) transition prob-
abilities are contained between different boundaries. This is
shown in Fig. 2b for the bin corresponding to 1.2 MeV< U
< 1.45 MeV. The narrow component of the strength func-
tion (P1P2 > 0.3) arises from the scars of rotational bands
present at rather high excitation energy above yrast (short
traits connecting 3–4 states in Fig. 1a). The width of this
component is of the order of 20–30 keV and can be corre-
lated with the distribution of values of the moments of in-
ertia associated with well-defined discrete, near-yrast states
(continuous lines in Fig. 1a). The next broader component
( 0.03< P1P2 <0.3 ), displaying a width between 50 and
80 keV, arises from transitions whose intensity is lower than
that of the scars shown in Fig. 1a, but is still higher than
the average intensity (P1P2 ∼ 0.01) expected for damped
transitions. The width of this component changes with the
energy interval covered by the bin, and essentially reflects
the compound nucleus damping widthΓµ. Finally, a broad
structure is observed (P1P2 < 0.03) with a width of the
order of 200–250 keV. This width arises from the decay of
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Fig. 2a–e.Spectra obtained from the energy difference of two consecutive
transitionsI + 2→ I → I − 2 between the calculated energy levels. The
spectra include the transitions with 30< I < 50 in order to obtain good
statistics. The continuous curves ina–eare constructed from the transitions
originating from the lowest 20 levels above yrasta, from the levels 21–40
b, from the levels 41–60c, from the levels (61–80)d and from the levels
251–300e

states which from spinI populate a large number of states
at spin I − 2, and can be associated with the “real” rota-
tional damping widthΓrot. Its value is close to the value of
the rotational damping width calculated [12] neglecting the
correlations existing between consecutive transitions. As the
energy is progressively increased the strength function asso-
ciated with “real” rotational damping is the only component
that survives in the two-fold correlated rotational decay pat-
tern, as can be seen in Fig. 2e. In keeping with the rotational
pattern decay shown in Fig. 1c, similar results for theγ–γ
strength function as those obtained from the diagonalization
of the surface-delta interaction were obtained making use of
the random interaction (cf. Fig. 2c), while the low (λ ≤ 3)
multipoles (cf. Fig. 1b) lead to a narrow distribution typical
of well-defined rotational bands. In experimental energy cor-
relation spectra, the narrow component of the ridge, stem-
ming from transitions along low lying bands and scars, is
clearly present in both the 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional
versions [23,24]. Especially, the strong fluctuations of the
spectra on the ridges are well accounted for quantitatively
by the present model [25].

We conclude that the onset of rotational damping is not a
sharp event taking place at a given excitation energy above
the yrast band, but proceeds in steps over a broad intrin-
sic excitation energy region extending from about 1 MeV to
1.5–2 MeV. The predictions of the model can be tested ex-
perimentally studying the line-shape of the first ridge in the
γ–γ correlation spectrum observed in the decay of hot nu-
clei, making use of the new generation of 4π-detector arrays
like Gammasphere or Euroball.
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